
Change The Way You Think
About Sugar. We start with only
superior raw cane sugar that requires
less processing and lower associated
cost. That means top quality customized
products, reduced environmental
impact, and lower cost passed on
to our customers.
Now it’s all yours
with



SugarightTM is a trademark of CSC Sugar LLC

CSCSugarisaleadingNorthAmericansugar
refiner and distributor.We have operations
in both the USA and Mexico, providing
high quality dry and liquid sugar products
to our customers. We currently have dry
transfer and liquid sugar operations in Texas,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee and Illinois. CSC
Sugar is committed to producing the highest
quality liquid sugar and invert syrup
products.



right choices for you,
right for theenvironment,

right foryourbottom line!
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we changed the process
“Should any process today consume more energy than is required?”

Our proprietary Selective Separation method saves about 50%

of the intensive energy requirements of traditional sugar process-

ing. Yet, we achieve the high product consistency and purity that

you demand. Plus, our new regional network of state-of-the art

micro refineries cuts transport costs. You’re on the

right side of energy use with Sugaright.
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Refining Process
Starts with the highest quality cane sugar

Traditional Refining Process
Starts with any quality of cane sugar

Receiving & Storage Receiving & Storage

Melting Affination

Clarification Melting

Decolorization Clarification

CharTreatment/IonExchangePress Filtration

DecolorizationUV Light Treatment

PolishingFinal Load Out & Filtration

Evaporation
Fewer processing steps.

Less energy use.
Lower water consumption.

All your advantages with Sugaright.

Granulation

Final Load Out
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right choices for you
Don’t tie your hands with the old “one size fits all” liquid sugar com-

modity manufacturing plan. Choose from water white to darker

colors, custom tailored to your ingredient specifications. We can do it

because we retain and control more of the natural components other

processors strip away. You get all this flexibility only with Sugaright.

right for the environment
Our company has taken a favorable stance toward the environment.

From our innovative processing methods to our new regional net-

work of micro refineries, we’re bringing liquid sugar production

more in line with the needs of today’s food processing industry. It’s

all good news that helps minimize your ingredients’ environmental

footprint.
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right for your bottom line
When you add up all the reasons, Sugaright makes good business

sense. Reduced environmental impact, custom product selections,

and new flexibility to control ingredient costs — each can positively

impact your bottom line. It’s time for fresh thinking about liquid

sugar.
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New
choices —
sugar
redefined



imagine having
several selections
It’s a stark change from having only one liquid sugar in the past.

Every Sugaright selection maintains consistency, high quality and

purity, delivered to your exacting specifications. When you carefully

evaluate your ingredient needs, you may discover savings you never

thought possible before.
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a little color
is a good
thing



we challenged an old notion
Did you know color is a natural component of sugar? During the tra-

ditional refining process, raw sugar color is reduced from over 2000

IU to as low as 10. Extremely low color liquid sugar is the result of

energy-intensive sugar production methods, but not a measure of

quality itself. As with white flour, lack of color can actually indicate

over processing and reduced antioxidant content.

See a difference? Each muffin is
produced with a different color specifica-
tion of Sugaright. For most formulations,
slight color differences are undetectable.
For white and near white foods, or clear
beverages, the lowest color Sugaright
selection is recommended.

vs.
Sugaright 40 RBUSugaright 450 RBU
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time
toupdate
your
specifications



swift pace of change
No one can afford to delay cost efficiency today. You should know

that industry leaders who set the pace of change are already

specifying Sugaright. Begin updating your ingredient specifica- tions

today. We’ll work with you to explore Sugaright selections, including

nearly clear to darker colors, natural notes and antioxi- dants. You

only get this kind of flexibility and important savings with Sugaright.

Typical Case History A leading brand
of sweetened condensed milk discovered
that Sugaright is ideally suited for its
product formulations. This customer is
now enjoying major savings on the
annual cost of liquid sugar.
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take the first step today to
learn more about Sugaright.

For more complete information and product samples, please contact:

CSC Sugar LLC
36 Grove Street

New Canaan, CT 06840

tel: 215-278-4077

email: sales@cscsugar.com



MIS-L35
MediumInvertSyrup

RBU: <100
Brix: 77.0+/-.3
pH*: 4.5-6.0

Ash: <.08



CSC Sugar LLC
36 Grove Street

New Canaan, CT 06840
215-278-4077

www.sugaright.net


